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Up to 70 per cent of prisoners suffer from personality disorders, about six times the rate in the general population, according to a senior Irish Prison Service psychologist. Such disorders ...
Up to 70% of prisoners suffer from personality disorders
Throughout the six hours of his testimony Tuesday and Wednesday, the health department psychiatrist described the Capital Gazette gunman as a callous, calculated and egotistical killer who couldn’t ...
‘No mental disorder’ accounts for Capital Gazette gunman’s callous, calculated killings, health department expert testifies
Prosecutors launched opening statements, asserting Jarrod Ramos was a narcissist looking to lash out at the newspaper.
Defense experts say Capital Gazette shooter was driven by mental disorders. Prosecutors say he was out for revenge.
The prevalence rate of any personality disorder (PD) in the general population has been ... increased substance misuse, increased crime, reduced capacity to work, poorer outcomes for comorbid mental ...
Evidence base for psychological treatment of personality disorder – a narrative review
More than three years after the attack on the Capital Gazette newspaper that left five dead, survivors and family members of victims embraced in relief and applauded the jury for quic ...
Survivors, family in newspaper attack relieved by verdict
I recently watched the Netflix series, Crime Scene: The Vanishing at the ... documented her struggles with despondency and bipolar disorder. Bizarre footage of her alone on the hotel elevator ...
Psychology Today
Lawyers in the trial to determine if the man who pleaded guilty to the 2018 murders of Capital Gazette employees Gerald Fischman, Robert Hiaasen, John McNamara, Rebecca Smith and Wendi Winters will ...
Jury in Capital Gazette Case Prepares to Hear Final Arguments about Gunman’s Sanity
Court appointed psychologists would describe Ramos’ possible narcissistic personality disorder and other contributing factors ... “I think the wrongfulness of his crime, he knows what he did, and he ...
Prosecution Refutes Mental Disorder Defense in Capital Gazette Shooting Case
As Baltimore's crime rate continues to rise, the city’s leaders and state lawmakers held a meeting to discuss ways to curb it.
Baltimore City Leaders & State Law Makers Hold Meeting To Discuss Ways To Curb City Crime
So, the defense called its first witness, an Anne Arundel County police detective, crime ... spectrum disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder, delusional disorder, schizotypal personality disorder ...
Defense in Capital Gazette case: Ramos was insane for years, remains so
She spent more than a year in prison on remand, with psychiatrists deeming her not suitable for a transfer to hospital ...
Kettering woman placed pillow over victim's face and threatened to kill her
Antisocial/sociopathic Personality Disorder: Linking Human and Corporate ... What Should Be Done with Corporate Plunderers? What about the crime of rape? Rape has several definitions, including ...
Duty To Warn: The Lie Of Corporate Personhood
Eighteen had schizophrenia and 10 had other diagnoses including bipolar disorder, delusional disorder, personality disorders ... mass shooters who died at the crime scene and found that eight ...
Many U.S. Mass Shooters Had Untreated Mental Illness: Study
O’Donnell named several witnesses the defense plans to call throughout the trial and pointed to a slew of mental disorders jurors are expected to learn about — including obsessive compulsive disorder, ...
Lawyers for Capital Gazette Shooter Say He Was Mentally Unstable Before Attack
Personality disorders don’t usually meet the requirements ... Public Defender Elizabeth Palan walked him through his reports about the case. A crime scene technician and Officer Wesley Callow ...
‘It makes sense to him’: Defense offers opening statements on mental state of Capital Gazette gunman
Go Cocktails For At Least 2 YearsThe Baltimore County Board of Liquor License Commissioners decided after a hearing Monday to resume to-go or carry out cocktail privileges for bars and restaurants for ...
Weather Blog: Hazy, Hot And Humid On Heatwave Day 2
Duterte’s hardline stance on drugs, government agencies called for a holistic approach to rehabilitating drug personalities who have surrendered ... assistance to callers with substance use disorders.
DDB urges ‘balanced approach’ in treating substance abuse
Prosecution's Medical Experts Diagnose Capital Gazette Shooter With Schizotypal & Narcissistic Personality DisorderThe ... To Curb City CrimeAs Baltimore's crime rate continues to rise, the ...
HealthWatch: Fast-Food Companies Advertising Targets Black And Hispanic Youth
These cases weighed heavily on all concerned, from the first transgression against a victim to the witnesses of the crime, and then to the police who had taken statements and collected evidence ...
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